About Us
Autofont Group
Autofont is the leading Israeli software producer of special and diverse
technological printing and print output solutions for large organizations. Employing
over 40 highly experienced professionals, Autofont’s team of experts constitutes
the company’s core source of the strength and stability.
Autofont began in 1990, leveraging a professional background in print technology
to develop Scalable Fonts for languages that were not based on the Latin
alphabet (Hebrew, Arabic, Russian, Greek, as well as Asia languages) and which
would be implemented in HP printers.
Autofont’s prime objective is to provide organizations with a technological
infrastructure that provides output production savings, security, and efficiency. In
the main research facility, located Natanya, Autofont is developing print and print
output solutions that streamline the print procedures within large organizations and
consequently conserve the organization’s resources.
Products developed by Autofont include:
 Solutions for controlling and supervising all print procedures within critical
organizational systems.
 Production infrastructure merger mechanisms and organization documentation
archiving and releasing solutions – based on electronic form technology.
 Unique solutions for reducing network traffic by form information storage within
the printer or organization server.
 Solutions for the secure production, within the organization, of checks and
payment vouchers, on smooth paper, with magnetic tuner, from a variety of
book-keeping programs and in such ERP environments as SAP.
 Streamlined procedures through the use of barcode printing on various
documents etc.
In Israel, Autofont, in cooperation with leading software producers and
implementers, markets diverse organizational software solutions in the field of
electronic forms, virtual check-production systems, pay slip and pay envelope
production systems (Print2Mail), Secret Code production (Pin Paper, Pin2Mail),
user information management security for printers (SafeCom), and more.
In addition to developing and marketing its software solutions, Autofont also
operates a division for examining and approving printers for Interoperability with
Windows Operating Systems and a subsidiary, ICSC, which serves as the Israeli
support center for HP equipment (printers, personal computers, scanners, palm
computers, etc).
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